
The human complement system is an effector of innate 
and adaptive humoral immunity. The system comprises 
soluble membrane- bound proteins (opsonins) that act  
collectively to recognize pathogens and non- self mate-
rial and subsequently initiate opsonization and phago-
cytosis or lysis of pathogens. The proteolytic fragments 
that derive from complement activation can be tar-
geted by white blood cells and endothelial cells, lead-
ing to extravasation and migration of immune cells at 
the sites of inflammation. Other physiological func-
tions of complement include timely removal of altered 
and senescent self, tissue remodelling, cell lysis, chemo-
taxis, opsonization, inflammation and immune cell  
stimulation1–4.

Complement activation products link the innate and 
adaptive immune systems by acting directly on recep-
tors on T cells and B cells or by modulating dendritic 
cell functions5–8. Disruption of the delicate coordina-
tion required for complement activation and control 
is fundamental in the pathogenic mechanism of sev-
eral autoimmune neurological disorders, and is even 
emerging as a contributor in some neurodegenerative 
diseases. As a result, interest is increasing in target-
ing complement as a therapeutic approach to prevent 

ongoing tissue destruction in several difficult- to- treat 
neurological diseases.

In this Review, we provide an overview of the main 
components of the initial complement activation path-
ways, the lytic pathway and the factors associated with 
inappropriate complement activation or control in dis-
ease initiation and progression. We consider the role of 
complement in the tissue destruction that is responsible 
for the genesis of the most common autoimmune neuro-
logical diseases, including complement- mediated myopa-
thies, myasthenia gravis, neuropathies and CNS disorders. 
We also discuss the role of complement in some neuro-
degenerative disorders, including Alzheimer disease 
(AD), amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), Huntington 
disease, traumatic brain injury and even schizophrenia. 
Finally, we discuss emerging complement- targeted ther-
apies, such as monoclonal antibodies, fusion proteins and 
cyclic peptides, that inhibit the functions of individual 
complement proteins, especially therapies that disrupt the 
lytic pathway. Some of these therapeutic agents have been 
approved or are being tested in phase I–III clinical trials 
and promise to change the therapeutic armamentarium 
for treatment of neurological conditions that respond 
poorly to existing immunotherapies.
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Main complement functions
Functionally, the complement system can be divided 
into two main parts: the enzymatic cascade and the lytic 
pathway. The enzymatic cascade generates the molecules 
needed to initiate the lytic pathway, in which the soluble 
proteins undergo conformational changes that enable 
their insertion into lipid bilayers and ultimately form the 
osmolytic membrane attack complex (MAC; also known 
as the C5b–918 complex)9. These pathways are described 
in more detail below.

With respect to the nomenclature of the complement 
proteins, in this Review we have adhered to that offi-
cially adopted by the International Complement Society 
(ICS) in 2014 (ref.10). Changes to this nomenclature have 
subsequently been proposed by experts of the ICS11 in 
an attempt to harmonize complement nomenclature; 
if universally adopted, these changes could help to 
improve precision.

The enzymatic cascade
The main functional aspect of the enzymatic cascade 
is assembly of the convertases, which drive subsequent 
complement activation, amplification and opsonization. 
The cascade comprises three activation axes: the classical 
pathway, the lectin pathway and the alternative pathway 
(fig. 1). In these cascades, the proteolytic enzyme com-
plexes activate each other in a strict order. The lectin 
pathway and the alternative pathway are evolution-
arily ancient — some of their components are found 
in invertebrates12,13 — whereas the classical pathway 
seems to have evolved alongside the immunoglobulins. 
The enzymatic cascades lead to generation of biolog-
ically highly active pro- inflammatory anaphylatoxins  
(C3a and C5a) and opsonins (C3b and C4b) that cova-
lently bind to cell surfaces and that are involved in the 
clearance of invading organisms and altered or senescent 
self. These processes have a fundamental role in innate 
immunity and tissue homeostasis.

Classical pathway. The classical pathway begins with 
activation of the C1 complex, which consists of the 
sensing molecule C1q and two heterodimers formed by 
the zymogens C1r and C1s9,14,15. The primary targets of 
C1q are antigens that, when in complex with IgG1, IgG2 

and IgG3 (but not IgG4) or IgM, enable multivalent C1q 
binding15. Even in the absence of pathogen- specific anti-
bodies, C1q can initiate first- line defences by binding 
directly to the surfaces of pathogens. C1q can also inter-
act with molecules such as actin, adiponectin, amyloid 
fibrils, cardiolipin, C- reactive protein, DNA, fibronec-
tin, laminin, lipopolysaccharides, mucopolysaccharides, 
myelin, pentaxrin 3, phosphatidylserine and prion pro-
teins, all of which can cause excess inflammation. C1q is 
also produced locally in the CNS and can play a role in 
modulating microglia and synaptic pruning13.

Binding of C1q to its target leads to conformational 
changes that generate enzymatically active forms of C1r 
and C1s13,14,15. The resultant C1qC1r2C1s2 enzyme com-
plex mediates cleavage of native C4 followed by cleavage 
of C2 and the subsequent formation of the C3 convertase 
C4bC2a. The C3 convertase activates C3, causing disso-
ciation of C3 into C3a and C3b. C3b then binds to the 
existing C3 convertase to form the C4bC3bC2a complex, 
which is a C5 convertase16 (fig. 1).

Lectin pathway. The process of lectin pathway acti-
vation closely resembles that of classical pathway 
activation, but a wide array of carbohydrates can precip-
itate this pathway. The complexes of the lectin pathway 
that become activated have oligomeric structures sim-
ilar to the pentamolecular C1 complex17. The pattern- 
 recognition molecules within these complexes include 
mannose- binding lectin (MBL), ficolins and collectins, 
which sense danger signals from pathogens and senes-
cent or apoptotic cells. Upon activation by these sig-
nals, the enzymes of the complexes — mannan- binding  
lectin serine protease 1 (MASP1) and MASP2 — mediate  
the formation of the C3 convertase C4bC2a18,19 (fig. 1). 
C4bC2a mediates activation of the same downstream 
pathways as in the classical pathway19. Activity of 
the various sensing complexes of the classical and  
lectin pathways are controlled by C1- esterase inhibi-
tor (C1- INH)20. In the classical and lectin pathways, 
C1- INH binds to the proteases of the active sensing 
complexes and these proteases cleave C1- INH, leading 
to formation of a covalent complex of C1- INH with 
C1r, C1s, MASP1 or MASP2.

The alternative pathway. The alternative pathway 
differs from the classical and lectin pathways in that 
it is spontaneously and continuously active at a low 
rate and its activation can be amplified. The pathway 
involves factor D, which is present predominantly in its 
active form in normal blood, and properdin, the only 
known positive regulator of the complement system. 
Initially, a thioester- hydrolysed form of C3 is sponta-
neously generated (C3(H2O)), which acts with factor B 
and factor D to form the fluid phase alternative path-
way C3 convertase C3(H2O)Bb21,22 (fig. 1). C3(H2O)Bb 
cleaves native C3 to generate C3a and C3b — the latter 
binds to its receptor on the lipid membrane. C3b at the 
membrane combines with factor B, which is cleaved by 
factor D to form the alternative pathway C3 convertase 
C3bBb. Via an amplification loop, fuelled by cyclical 
formation of C3b and C3bBb, the alternative path-
way C3 convertases increase in number and generate 

Key points

•	Complement has an important physiological role in host immune defences and tissue 
remodelling.

•	The physiological role of complement extends to the regulation of synaptic 
development.

•	Complement has a key pathophysiological role in autoimmune neurological diseases 
and mediates the actions of pathogenic autoantibodies, such as acetylcholine 
receptor antibodies and aquaporin 4 antibodies.

•	For some autoimmune neurological diseases, such as myasthenia gravis and 
neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders, approved complement- targeted treatments 
are now available.

•	Complement also seems to be of pathogenic relevance in neurodegenerative diseases 
such as Alzheimer disease, in which innate immune- driven inflammation is receiving 
increasing attention.

•	The field of complement- targeted therapeutics is rapidly expanding, with several 
FDA- approved agents and others currently in phase II and phase III clinical trials.

Opsonization
The molecular mechanism by 
which antigens, microorganisms 
or apoptotic cells are targeted 
by antibodies and complement 
breakdown products so that 
attraction to the cell surface 
receptors of phagocytes and 
natural killer cells increases; 
when the antigen is coated in 
opsonins, binding to immune 
cells is greatly increased.

Anaphylatoxins
Small pro- inflammatory 
oligopeptide fragments, 
such as C3a and C5a, that  
are produced during activation 
of the complement system  
and have important functions 
in the immune response  
and host defence.

Zymogens
inactive precursors of enzymes 
that requires a biochemical 
change to become an  
active enzyme; also  
called pro- enzymes.
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abundant C3a and C3b (fig. 1). The efficiency of the ini-
tial assembly of the alternative pathway C3 convertase 
depends on the density of terminal sugars within the 
cell walls of pathogens or the terminal sialic acid of self 

within the microenvironment of bound C3b21. Binding 
of additional C3b to the existing alternative pathway 
C3 convertase generates a C5 convertase that leads to 
production of C5a and C5b16.
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Fig. 1 | The main proteins involved in the complement activation cas-
cades. The complement pathway begins with the enzyme cascade, which 
involves de novo assembly of enzyme complexes known as convertases. 
The enzyme cascade can proceed via three different activation path-
ways: the classical pathway (CP), the lectin pathway (LP) and the alterna-
tive pathway (AP). The classical pathway begins with antibody- mediated 
activation of C1, which leads to formation of the C4bC2a complex,  
which is the C3 convertase. This C3 convertase cleaves C3 to produce  
C3b, which forms a complex with C4b and C2a. This complex is the  
C5 convertase, which cleaves C5 to produce C5a and C5b. The lectin  
path way begins with signal recognition by oligomeric structures of 
mannose- binding lectin (MBL), ficolins and collectins, which activate 
mannan- binding lectin serine protease 1 (MASP1) and MASP2, which in 
turn mediate production of C4b. From this point, the lectin pathway 
follows the same steps as the classical pathway. In the alternative path-
way, C3 interacts with factor B and factor D, leading to cleavage of 

further C3, and this process is perpetuated through an amplification 
loop. In the final step of this pathway, an additional C3b binds to the  
C3 convertase and forms a C5 convertase, which cleaves C5. All three 
pathways generate C5b, which initiates the second part of the system —  
the lytic pathway and membrane attack complex (MAC) formation. 
C5b associated with the surface- bound convertases sequentially accepts 
C6 and C7. For successful continuation of MAC formation, the C5b–7 
complex must translocate to the outer part of the lipid bilayer. The trans-
location results in conformational changes and the complex becomes 
transmembrane, exposing lipophilic structures that enable association 
with C8 and C9. Further binding with up to another 17 C9 molecules 
widens the inner pore size, resulting in the osmolytic MAC. Molecules and 
proces ses that represent therapeutic targets are shown on the right along 
with drugs that are available or are in development. The complement 
protein nomenclature used is in accordance with Kemper et al.10.  
IVIg, intravenous immunoglobulin.
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Control of alternative pathway C3 and C5 conver-
tases. The default setting of the alternative pathway 
is continuous activation. To evade homologous attack 
via the alternative pathway, tight control of C3 and C5 
convertases is necessary. This control is achieved via 
two steps that ultimately generate complement deg-
radation products that are important for elimination 
of pathogens or apoptotic cells. In the first step, the 
enzyme Bb is displaced from the convertases, but this 
step is not sufficient for complete convertase inacti-
vation because C3b/C3bn still provides a platform for 
assembly with factor B. The second step is sequential 
cleavage by factor I of C3b into inactivated C3b (iC3b) 
and C3d, resulting in complete inactivation of C3 and 
C5 convertases16. iC3b and C3d are ligands for various 
complement receptors on phagocytic cells that remove 
altered and senescent self in a non- inflammatory 
manner16. In addition, the transmembrane protein 
CUB and Sushi multiple domains 1 (CSMD1), which 
is highly expressed in the human brain, might serve 
as a cofactor together with factor I- mediated degrada-
tion of C3b and C4b, thereby inhibiting downstream 
processes18.

Complement in development and plasticity
The two core effector molecules of the complement  
system are C3a and C5a, and their receptors play an 
important role in the developing brain and in neuroplas-
ticity. The receptor for C3a is C3aR, and C5a has two 
receptors: C5aR1 (also known as CD88), a G protein-  
coupled pro- inflammatory receptor that is expressed 
on cells of myeloid origin, and C5aR2 (also known as 
C5L2 or GPR77). The C3a–C3aR axis has a substantial 
role in neuronal migration and the C5a–C5aR1 axis is 
critical during embryonic human brain neurogenesis 
as it regulates proliferation and differentiation of neural 
progenitor cells13. The role of C5aR2 has not been fully 
determined but it seems to have immunomodulatory 
properties23.

The lytic pathway
The molecules of the lytic pathway assemble to form 
osmolytic pores in cell membranes. C5 convertases 
cleave C5 into C5a and C5b, and formation of the MAC 
is initiated after the cleavage product C5b non- covalently 
binds to the cleaving C5 convertase and sequentially 
accepts C6 and C7 (fig. 1). If the C5b–7 complex does 
not translocate to the outer part of the lipid bilayer then 
activation is aborted. However, if the complex translo-
cates to the C5 convertase decorated cell membrane, it 
undergoes conformational changes, exposes lipophilic 
structures and becomes transmembrane, enabling its 
association with C8 and C9, which also undergo con-
formational changes before association and membrane 
insertion. Further association with up to 17 more  
C9 molecules widens the inner pore, forming the final 
osmolytic MAC24 (fig. 1). Control of MAC assembly to 
ensure protection from autologous complement attack 
and MAC formation is mainly mediated by CD59, 
a glycosylphosphatidylinositol- anchored protein that is 
widely expressed and prevents C9 from binding to the 
C5b–8 complex.

Control by CD59 can never be absolute, so metabol-
ically active cells have additional defence mechanisms 
to prevent MAC formation and ensure survival of the 
cells. In otherwise healthy host tissue, inadvertent MAC 
formation in nucleated cells can be kept sublytic by 
repair of mild membrane damage. This repair function 
leads to the release of arachidonic acid, the precursor of  
several inflammatory mediators25–27, or the induction  
of inflammasomes28. In tissue with slightly impaired 
CD59 control, such a repair mechanism can initiate or, 
over time, aggravate inflammation and tissue destruction.

Complement in neurological diseases
Dysfunction of the complement system — such as the 
absence or overconsumption of components, inappro-
priate control or misguidance by autoantibodies — is 
associated with several acute or chronic autoimmune 
and inflammatory neurological disorders29,30 (Table 1). 
Complement- associated neurological diseases can result 
from dysfunction of complement proteins or from 
aberrant complement activation.

Dysfunction of complement proteins
Dysfunction of complement activation predisposes to 
infections and to autoimmune- like phenomena that 
result from inappropriate removal of altered or senes-
cent self, leading to prolonged exposure of structures 
that are normally inaccessible to the immune system. 
Neurological manifestations of such dysfunction are 
rare. The most severe of these manifestations arise from 
genetic deficiency of CD59 or mutations in its main 
anchor protein glycosylphosphatidylinositol31,32, which 
result in uncontrolled destruction of nerve tissue owing 
to uncontrolled autologous complement attack.

CD59 deficiency is mainly associated with paroxy-
smal nocturnal haemoglobinuria (PNH); secondary 
neurological manifestations are related to systemic 
infections, respiratory failure and haemolytic anaemia. 
Primary neurological disease has been associated with 
mutations in CD59, but have been described in only 
13 patients to date32. The most commonly reported dis-
ease in these patients is an acute, predominantly motor, 
demyelinating neuropathy with conduction block that 
is exacerbated by recurrent episodes of acute areflexic 
paralysis and leads to secondary axonal damage, indis-
tinguishable from recurrent Guillain–Barré syndrome 
(GBS) or chronic inflammatory demyelinating polyneu-
ropathy (CIDP). Therapy with eculizumab (a human-
ized monoclonal antibody to C5, described in detail 
below), can be life- saving33. Recurrent aseptic meningi-
tis has also been reported in one 71- year- old man with 
glycosylphosphatidylinositol deficiency; this patient 
experienced 121 episodes over a period of 16 years and 
subsequently developed PNH34. All symptoms stopped 
with eculizumab therapy.

Some conditions can impair the efficiency of CD59. 
For example, sustained hyperglycaemia in diabetes 
mellitus can lead to increased glycation and consequent 
functional impairment of proteins, including CD59 
(ref.35). Hyperglycaemia itself also activates complement, 
and these effects might contribute to the vascular and 
neurological complications of diabetes36.
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Inappropriate complement activation
Circulating autoantibodies — particularly those of the 
IgG1 subclass — can mobilize complement upon bind-
ing to their antigen, leading to tissue damage. Antibodies 
of the IgG4 subclass, however, cannot activate com-
plement because their binding to C1q is inefficient. 
Nevertheless, pathogenic IgG4 antibodies can induce 
autoimmune pathology over time by competing with 
naturally occurring antibodies for C1q binding sites, and 
therefore delaying removal of altered and senescent self.

In physiological conditions, the blood–brain barrier 
(BBB) generally restricts the access of plasma proteins 
to the brain37. However, upon complement activation, 
IgG and complement components can enter the brain 
if the BBB becomes leaky38,39, as occurs with ageing, 
mitochondrial dysfunction and oxidative stress, leading 

to neurological manifestations. These conditions can 
also lead to the release of intracellular antigens that 
might be recognized by C1q and thereby activate com-
plement. Complement can also be activated if C1q 
binds to the Fc portion of IgG and IgM antibodies 
that have neuronal antigens, such as gangliosides, glial 
fibrillary acidic protein or various neuronal channels 
or receptors.

Even when the BBB is intact, complement activation 
can occur in the brain; studies in animal models have 
shown that microglia and astrocytes can synthesize and 
secrete most complement proteins40. In physiological 
conditions, the roles of complement in the brain include 
clearance of surplus neurotransmitters, removal of aged 
proteins, synaptic pruning and modulation of adult 
neurogenesis, all functions with protective effects.

Table 1 | Neurological diseases mediated by complement activation, human evidence and approved therapies

Disease Human evidence of complement involvement Therapy Refs

PNS

Guillain–Barré syndrome 
variants

Histopathological studies show complement and 
immunoglobulin deposits on myelinated fibres; ganglioside 
antibodies can cause complement and MAC activation

IVIg 41

Chronic inflammatory 
demyelinating polyneuropathy

Complement deposition on myelinated fibres and correlation 
between increased levels of activated complement components 
and greater clinical severity

IVIg 47,48

Genetic demyelinating 
neuropathy

p.Cys89Tyr mutation in CD59 Eculizumab 33

IgM neuropathy Anti- MAG IgM deposition along with complement on 
myelinated fibres and intradermal myelinated fibres

None 59–61

Neuropathic pain C3a and C5a activation products can be clinically associated 
with pain

None 65

Neuromuscular junction and muscle

Myasthenia gravis Deposits of IgG, C3 and C9 at the post- synaptic nerve terminals 
of the neuromuscular junction; myasthenia gravis exacerbations 
are accompanied by increased complement consumption

Eculizumab 68,167

Lambert–Eaton myasthenic 
syndrome

Deposits of C3 at the pre- synaptic nerve terminals of the 
neuromuscular junction

IVIg 75

Dermatomyositis Deposition of C1q and C4 along with C3 and MAC, without 
specific immunoglobulin deposits, in the intramuscular 
capillaries of muscle biopsy samples early in the disease process

IVIg 80,76

Necrotizing autoimmune 
myositis

Sarcolemmal deposits of MAC in muscle biopsies along with 
C1q and IgG

IVIg 76–78

CNS

Multiple sclerosis Complement deposition and activation products in and around 
demyelinating lesions; higher C4a levels in the CSF correlate 
with greater disease activity

None 92–99

Neuromyelitis optica spectrum 
disorders

Abundant vasculo- centric complement deposition in sites  
of pathology (postmortem)

Eculizumab 171

Autoimmune encephalopathies Complement deposition in ex vivo preparations None 91

Alzheimer disease Complement activation products colocalize with cerebral 
amyloid- β deposits

None 122,123

Traumatic brain injury Increased expression of C3 and MAC in the brain and CSF None 138,139

Amyotrophic lateral sclerosis Deposition of C1q and C3b in motor neurons, astrocytes  
and microglia

None 133

Huntington disease Neurons, astrocytes and myelin in the caudate and striatum  
are immunoreactive for C1q, C4, C3 and C3b

None 136

Schizophrenia A genetic risk variant for schizophrenia is within the C4 locus None 142

CSF, cerebrospinal fluid; IVIg, intravenous immunoglobulin; MAC, membrane attack complex; MAG, myelin- associated glycoprotein.
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Diseases of roots and peripheral nerves
GBS and CIDP. In various GBS variants, particularly 
acute motor axonal neuropathy, acute motor and sen-
sory axonal neuropathy and Miller–Fisher syndrome, 
antibodies to gangliosides target myelinated fibres or 
axons, causing complement activation, MAC formation, 

disrupted expression of sodium channels and conduc-
tion block (fig. 2). Deposition of C3b on the surface of 
Schwann cells can lead to myelin damage followed by 
infiltration with activated macrophages and T cells41.  
In passive transfer mouse models of ganglioside antibody- 
mediated neuropathy, ganglioside antibodies produce a  

Pathogenic antibodies

Node of Ranvier AstrocyteNeuromuscular junction

MHC II TCR

CD40 CD154

Plasma cell

AQP4 channels
Specific

nodal proteinsACh receptors

Pathogenic B cell 
activation

Antibody–antigen binding — 
complement activation

B cell CD4+ T cell

Gangliosides

CTLA4/CD28CD80/86

Fig. 2 | The role of complement in neurological diseases. Once autoreactive B cells are activated by, for example,  
CD4+ T cells, they mature into plasma cells, which secrete autoreactive antibodies with pathogenic potential.  
The antibodies bind to their autoantigen and, through C1q binding, activate the complement cascade. Typical 
examples of sites at which complement damages neuronal structures include the neuromuscular junction via 
acetylcholine (ACh) receptor antibodies, the node of Ranvier via antibodies to gangliosides or some nodal proteins, and 
astrocyte end feet via antibodies to aquaporin 4 (AQP4). MHC, major histocompatibility complex; TCR, T cell receptor.
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GBS- like phenotype by damaging perisynaptic Schwann 
cells, but this effect only occurs in the presence of 
human complement42–44. In these models, eculizumab 
effectively prevented dysfunction and nerve damage45.  
In an in vitro study, quantitative assessment of C3 uptake 
showed that deposition of C3 fragments onto sensitized 
targets was greater with serum from patients with GBS 
than with serum from healthy controls, an observation 
that supports the idea that C3b and MAC deposition 
have a role in nerve damage46.

In CIDP, complement and IgG are deposited on mye-
linated fibres47 and serum levels of terminal complement 
activation components increase with disease severity48. 
However, complement- fixing antibodies to compact 
myelin, which would explain the active demyelination 
and conduction block, have not been identified in CIDP. 
Studies of the nodes of Ranvier have shown that up to 
10% of patients with CIDP have antibodies to neurofas-
cin 155, contactin 1 and contactin- associated protein 1, 
which are necessary for the maintenance of the nodal 
structure49,50, but these IgG4 antibodies do not cause the 
complement- fixing, macrophage- mediated demyeli-
nation that is seen in classical CIDP but instead block 
protein–protein interaction, resulting in dis- adhesion 
of structural nodal proteins without inflammation51,52. 
Most patients with these antibodies do not respond to 
intravenous immunoglobulin (IVIg), which inhibits C3, 
but do respond to rituximab, a monoclonal anti- CD20 
antibody that targets B cells53–55.

Multifocal motor neuropathy. Multifocal motor neuro-
pathy (MMN) is a distinct motor neuropathy charac-
terized by distal, asymmetric, primarily upper limb 
weakness, without substantial sensory abnormalities but 
associated with conduction block and, in up to 50% of 
patients, the presence of IgM antibodies to ganglioside 
GM1, a glyco lipid constituent of nerve fibres. These anti-
bodies can activate the classical complement pathway; 
the extent of complement activity seems to be associated 
with disease severity56. In an induced pluripotent stem 
cell- derived model of MMN, the interaction of these anti-
bodies with complement can interfere with motor neuron 
function, thereby causing cell damage and death57.

Paraproteinaemic neuropathies. In IgM paraproteinae-
mic neuropathy associated with antibodies to myelin- 
associated glycoprotein (MAG) and sulfoglucuronyl 
paragloboside, sural nerve biopsies have shown that the 
anti- MAG IgM is deposited with complement on mye-
linated fibres58, suggesting that activated complement 
is needed to induce demyelination. In addition, skin 
biopsies from these patients have shown that IgM anti- 
MAG and C3d are deposited in myelinated fibres, sup-
porting the idea that complement has a role in splitting 
the myelin lamellae and inducing loss of nerve fibres59–61. 
Nevertheless, no complement- related therapies have 
been tested in paraproteinaemic neuropathies to date.

Neuropathic pain. Though still controversial, comple-
ment is thought to be involved in neuropathic pain, 
based on the assumption that inflammation initiated by 
the complement cascade can drive neuropathic pain62,63. 

The production of the anaphylatoxins C3a and C5a, par-
ticularly C5a, is probably the link between complement 
activation and pain. The binding of C5a to its receptor 
C5aR1 could trigger the release of cytokines that attract 
macrophages and neutrophils62. Drugs that prevent the 
binding of C5a to C5aR1, such as PMX53 (also known 
as AcF- OpdChaWR) reduced pain in animal models63–65; 
however, these results have not been translated into the 
clinic63 and should be interpreted with caution.

Diseases of the neuromuscular junction
Myasthenia gravis. Myasthenia gravis is the prototypic 
autoimmune disease. The condition is associated with 
autoantibodies to the acetylcholine receptor (AChR) in 
up to 85% of patients; in others, it is associated with anti-
bodies to other synaptic proteins, such as muscle- specific 
tyrosine kinase (MuSK), and possibly LDL receptor- 
related protein 4 (LRP4) and agrin66. AChR antibodies 
reduce synaptic transmission by blocking the binding of 
acetylcholine to the receptor at the neuromuscular junc-
tion, crosslinking the receptor, which leads to its inter-
nalization, and activating complement upon binding to 
the receptor (fig. 2), leading to in situ MAC formation. 
MAC formation causes direct damage to the postsyn-
aptic membrane, thereby reducing the surface area and 
the number of AChR channels and voltage- gated sodium 
channels67. The neuromuscular junctions of patients with 
myasthenia gravis contain deposits of IgG, C3 and C9, 
and myasthenia gravis exacerbations are accompanied 
by increased consumption of complement68. Quantitative 
measurement of C3 uptake into sensitized targets in vitro 
has shown that uptake from the serum of people with 
myasthenia gravis is particularly high, indicating that 
C3b and MAC formation have a role in the disease46,69.

The role of AChR autoantibodies in promoting the 
fixing of complement has also been illustrated in ani-
mal models with active immunization or passive trans-
fer, both of which lead to complement deposition at the 
neuromuscular junction that results in postsynaptic end-
plate destruction similar to that seen in human myasthe-
nia gravis. In animals that are deficient in complement 
C3, C4, C5 or C6, the incidence of experimental auto-
immune myasthenia gravis is substantially lower than 
in non- deficient animals, and IgG deposits at the neuro-
muscular junction do not lead to MAC formation70,71. 
Anti- C1q and anti- C6 antibodies effectively inhibited 
MAC formation and reduced symptoms of experimen-
tal autoimmune myasthenia gravis in active and passive 
transfer models72,73.

Unlike AChR antibodies, MuSK antibodies, which 
are of the IgG4 subclass, do not bind to complement but 
disrupt MuSK signalling by blocking the interaction of 
MuSK with agrin and LRP4. As for patients with CIDP 
associated with IgG4 anti- nodal antibodies, patients with 
MuSK- positive myasthenia gravis do not benefit from 
treatments that interfere with complement assembly, 
such as IVIg, but respond well to anti- B cell therapies such  
as rituximab74.

Lambert–Eaton myasthenic syndrome. Lambert–Eaton 
myasthenic syndrome (LEMS) has autoimmune and 
paraneoplastic subtypes, but, in both, antibodies target 
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voltage- gated calcium channels at the presynaptic end-
plate. As in myasthenia gravis, these antibodies mobilize 
the MAC, which causes direct damage to the presyn-
aptic part of the neuromuscular junction75. No formal 
complement- related therapies have yet been tried for the 
treatment of LEMS other than IVIg, for which efficacy 
has been demonstrated75.

Inflammatory muscle diseases
Inflammatory myopathies are categorized into five main 
groups: dermatomyositis, polymyositis, inclusion body 
myositis, necrotizing autoimmune myositis (NAM) and 
anti- synthetase syndrome- overlap myositis76. A role 
for complement has been predominantly demon-
strated in dermatomyositis; complement and possibly 
some autoantibodies also have a role in NAM and, to 
a lesser extent, the anti- synthetase syndrome, making 
these conditions the most suitable for the use of anti- B 
cell or anti- complement therapies. However, necrotic 
muscle fibres from any cause, even muscular dystro-
phies, activate complement, which subsequently stim-
ulates the recruitment of inflammatory infiltrates and 
macrophages77.

Dermatomyositis. In dermatomyositis, the primary dis-
ease target is the endothelium of the capillaries, which 
undergoes chronic attack by the MAC. The MAC is 
deposited on the endothelial cells of the endomys-
ial capillaries before any destruction of muscle fibres  
or capillaries is evident, leading to endothelial cell necro-
sis, a reduced density of endomysial capillaries, and 
ischaemia or microinfarcts, which are most prominent 
at the periphery of the fascicles76,78,79. MAC activation 
triggers the release of pro- inflammatory cytokines, 
upregulates expression of adhesion molecules on 
endo thelial cells and facilitates the migration of acti-
vated CD4+ T cells, macrophages, B cells and CD123+  
plasmacytoid dendritic cells into the endomysium76.

The way in which the lytic pathway is activated in 
dermatomyositis is not clear. Deposition of C1q and 
C4 in the proximity of the MAC but without immuno-
globulin deposits has been observed early in the disease, 
suggesting that C1 is directly activated by the diseased 
endothelium80 and that immunoglobulin- independent, 
C1q- mediated classical pathway activation occurs81. On 
the basis of an inverse correlation between MAC depo-
sition and CD59 expression, the hypothesis that MAC 
deposition is a consequence of low CD59 expression has 
been proposed82 but has never been explored.

Despite uncertainty about the events that trigger 
complement activation, dermatomyositis is unam-
biguously a complement- mediated microangiopathy. 
Inhibition of C3b deposition with IVIg not only pre-
vents MAC assembly in the tissues of patients but also 
leads to substantial clinical improvements, resolution of 
histopathological changes, and clearance of MAC from 
the muscle fibres83.

Necrotizing autoimmune myositis. Up to 65% of patients 
with NAM are positive for non- pathogenic antibodies 
against cytoplasmic signal recognition particle (SRP) 
and 3- hydroxy-3- methylglutarylcoenzyme A reductase 

(HMGCR)76,84–86. In this condition, necrotic muscle 
fibres are strongly invaded by macrophages and contain 
sarcolemmal deposits of the MAC, the extent of which 
correlates with the extent of fibre necrosis, as gener-
ally seen in necrotic fibres from any cause77,87,88. These 
observations, although suggestive of involvement of the 
classical pathway, are not NAM- specific and they do not 
indicate that anti- SRP or anti- HMGCR are complement- 
fixing antibodies because complement activation is 
inherently associated with muscle fibre necrosis from 
any cause, including muscular dystrophies77. Open- 
label studies have shown that NAM responds to IVIg 
or rituximab, but whether this benefit is related to com-
plement inhibition or other immunomodulatory effects 
is unclear87–89.

Diseases of the CNS
Clinical evidence that complement is involved in CNS 
autoimmunity mainly comes from one antibody-  
mediated disease: anti- aquaporin 4- positive neuro-
myelitis optica90. However, complement is also known 
to be involved in multiple sclerosis (MS) and acute 
disseminating encephalomyelitis (ADEM), and might 
have a role in a subset of patients with autoimmune 
encephalopathies91. Emerging information about the role 
of complement in some neurodegenerative conditions is 
exciting even though the available data are still too pre-
liminary to be of clinical value because understanding of 
the pathogenesis of these conditions is poor and effective 
therapies are generally lacking.

MS and ADEM. Demyelination in MS has traditionally 
been thought to be T cell- mediated, but evidence is mou-
nting for roles of B cells, autoantibodies and complement. 
Several lines of evidence suggest that complement is  
involved. First, postmortem studies have revealed 
complement deposition in and around demyelinating 
plaques in the pattern II pathological MS type92. Second, 
increased cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) levels of C4a are 
associated with disease activity, indicating intrathecal 
complement activation via the classical pathway93. Third, 
binding of C1q to the targeted tissue and activation of  
C3 and the MAC has been observed in white matter 
lesions, implying that the complement classical pathway 
has a role in mediating demyelination. Fourth, C4d has 
been detected at the edges of intracortical lesions94–99. 
Fifth, increased expression of C1q and activation of  
C3 in hippocampi (in myelinated and demyelinated 
regions of chronic MS plaques) is associated with low  
synaptic density, indicating a role for complement in syn-
aptic alterations. Whether this synaptic localization —  
particularly in chronic lesions — reflects a physiological 
role of complement in mediating synaptic pruning as 
occurs during development100 and normal ageing101 or 
whether it reflects direct involvement of complement 
in neurodegeneration via elimination of synapses102,103 
remains unclear. Evidence from animal models suggests 
that, as in some neurodegenerative diseases, microglial 
synaptic engulfment and profound synapse loss occurs. 
In mice, synapse loss occurred independently of local 
demyelination and neuronal degeneration but coin-
cided with gliosis and increased levels of complement 
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component C3, but not of C1q, at synapses104. However, 
given that the main autoantigen and autoantibody in MS 
remain unknown, whether these findings represent an 
early stage in disease pathogenesis or are secondary to 
other inflammatory events remains uncertain.

In experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis 
(EAE), a widely used rodent model of MS, C6- deficient 
animals are protected from demyelination, highlighting 
the role of MAC in acute demyelination105. In addition, 
systemic inhibition of MAC in an EAE model by use 
of an antisense oligonucleotide that targets C6 pre-
vented disease relapse and protected the animals from 
axonal and synaptic damage106. These observations are 
especially relevant to ADEM, an acute demyelinating 
syndrome that is often associated with myelin oligo-
dendrocyte glycoprotein (MOG) antibodies, because 
MOG is localized to the outer myelin lamellae and so 
is readily accessible to complement. In various experi-
mental models, MOG antibodies induce demyelination 
with the MS or ADEM phenotype only in the presence 
of complement107.

Neuromyelitis optica spectrum disorders. Neuromyelitis 
optica spectrum disorders (NMOSD) include a spectrum 
of autoimmune inflammatory demyelinating disorders 
that affect the spinal cord, optic nerve and specific brain 
areas, such as area postrema, and in which complement 
clearly has a pathogenic role. NMOSD are caused by 
autoantibodies to the water channel aquaporin 4 (AQP4), 
a protein that is expressed in the end feet of astrocytes 
that line the BBB (fig. 2). These antibodies are produced 
in the periphery, penetrate the BBB, bind to their anti-
gen on astrocytes and cause astrocytic destruction via 
complement- mediated cytotoxicity108,109. The inflamma-
tory events lead to further BBB damage, attraction of neu-
trophils and macrophages from the periphery and more 
destruction of myelin, oligodendrocytes and neurons110. 
Postmortem studies have shown that complement dep-
osition is abundant at sites of pathology, and markers of 
complement activation (C5a and soluble MAC) can be 
detected in the plasma and CSF during active disease111. 
Furthermore, vasculocentric deposition of activated 
complement is prominent in NMOSD lesions112.

In mice, injection of AQP4 antibodies directly into 
the brain, either intracerebrally or as a continuous infu-
sion into the CSF, does not cause disease, but in the 
presence of abundant complement, the animals develop 
NMOSD- like pathology113. Similarly, addition of AQP4 
antibodies to cultured astrocytes causes no cellular 
destruction unless exogenous complement is added108. In 
mice, inactivation of CD59 or knockout of the gene that 
encodes this protein114,115 increased the extent of NMOSD 
pathology caused by co- injection of AQP4 antibodies 
and complement. The pathogenic role of complement 
in NMOSD is clinically substantiated by the beneficial 
effects of the C5 antibody eculizumab (see below).

Autoimmune encephalopathies. Patients with autoim-
mune encephalopathies harbour pathogenic antibodies 
to synaptic proteins, such as NMDA, GABAA, GABAB 
and AMPA receptors. These antibodies cross the BBB 
from the periphery but are also produced intrathecally116. 

Binding of the antibodies to their corresponding recep-
tor results in functional blockade117. These antibodies 
are predominantly of the IgG1 or IgG3 subtypes, but no 
evidence has convincingly demonstrated that they fix 
complement91. However, complement can exacerbate 
antibody- mediated destruction in some patients with 
NMDA receptor autoantibodies118.

In other autoimmune encephalopathies, the role of 
complement is clearer. In progressive encephalomyelitis 
with rigidity and myoclonus, which affects inhibitory 
synapses, glycine receptor antibodies activate comple-
ment, leading to internalization of the glycine receptors 
to the lysosomes119. In CASPR2 antibody- associated 
encephalitis, complement- mediated inflammation and 
loss of brain tissue correlates with MRI- documented 
hippocampal and cerebral atrophy120. In all autoimmune 
encephalitides, factors that regulate BBB permeability 
are likely to permit complement constituents to enter the 
brain, resulting in high levels of complement that might 
facilitate the disruptive role of pathogenic antibodies121.

Neurodegenerative diseases. Neurodegenerative diseases 
are characterized by progressive loss of neurons and neuro-
nal synapses. The most common is AD, the patholog-
ical hallmarks of which are neuronal loss, deposits of  
amyloid- β (Aβ) plaques and intraneuronal neurofibril-
lary tangles composed of hyperphosphorylated tau pro-
tein. Several studies showed that complement activation 
products colocalize with cerebral Aβ deposits, includ-
ing fibrillar and diffuse plaques that typically contain 
dystrophic neurites122,123. Many complement compo-
nents, including C1q, C3 and C4, can be produced by 
glia, and the activation products of these components 
(C3b, C3c and C3d) surround amyloid plaques124.  
In addition, neurofibrillary tangles are immuno positive 
for C1q, C3d, C4d and the MAC. However, whether 
complement plays a primary role in initiating or per-
petuating AD or these findings represent end- stage 
pathological events remains unclear125.

Studies in animal models of AD have also suggested 
that complement and microglia have a synaptotoxic 
effect in hippocampal regions (fig. 3) and that early accu-
mulation of C1q and C3 leads to synaptic deficits before 
plaque formation and neuroinflammation. Inhibition  
of C1q and C3 rescued this synaptic loss, suggesting  
that C1q — possibly increased by Aβ — triggers acti-
vation of the downstream classical pathway and contri-
butes to neurodegeneration in AD126. In an AD mouse 
model in which Aβ plaques accumulate with age, 
knockout of complement C3 improved cognitive perfor-
mance, reduced activation of astrocytes and microglia,  
and decreased age- dependent synaptic degeneration and 
neuronal loss at 16 months of age127.

These experiments have raised the controversial 
hypothesis that anti- complement therapeutic interven-
tion could improve AD symptoms even if it does not 
halt the pathological process127. However, this issue is 
not settled because complement modulation in mouse 
models of AD have produced mixed effects. For exam-
ple, in a C3- deficient amyloid precursor protein trans-
genic AD mouse model, all disease markers indicated 
worse pathology than in mice that expressed C3 (ref.128). 
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Similarly, inhibition of C3 activation in another mouse 
model of AD increased Aβ deposition129. By contrast, 
in another mouse model of AD130, knockout of C5aR1 
prevented microglia from becoming pro- inflammatory 
and reduced memory loss, supporting the hypothesis 
that C5aR1 antagonists could be a treatment for cogni-
tive decline in AD. On this basis, the C5aR1 antagonist 
peptide PMX205 was tested in AD mouse models and 
reduced cognitive decline and attenuated microglial 
activation131. Therefore, if proven safe, such agents could 
be tested in patients with AD132.

Some evidence suggests that complement has roles in 
other neurodegenerative diseases. For example, neuro-
inflammation has been widely proposed as a contributing 
mechanism in ALS, and evidence indicates complement 
involvement. Deposition of C1q and C3d has been 
observed in motor neurons, astrocytes and microglia in 
ALS, and C1q and C4 are overexpressed in spinal cord 
glial cells, indicating local complement activation133. 
Similar deposits have been seen in the SOD1- G93A ani-
mal model, and oral administration of a C5aR1 antagonist 
in this model can slow disease progression and increase 
survival134,135. Similarly, in Huntington disease, neurons, 
astrocytes and myelin sheaths in the caudate and stria-
tum are immunoreactive for C1q, C4, C3 and C3b136, and  
oral administration of a C5aR antagonist (PMX53 or 
PMX205) reduces neuronal loss and motor deficits in a 
rat model137. In traumatic human brain injury, expression 
of C3 and the MAC is increased in the brain and CSF138,139. 
In cortical contusion rat models, deposits of C3 and MAC 
are observed in combination with increased microglial 
and astrocytic synaptic activation (fig. 3), findings that 

have led to exploratory studies of anti- complement 
therapies in this context140. Similar complement depos-
its have also been observed in animal models of spinal 
cord injuries141. Finally, in schizophrenia, one genetic 
risk variant is within the C4 complement locus142 and 
microglia- like cells from patients with this variant exhibit 
increased synapse engulfment and elimination143.

Of note, high C1q staining is observed in some healthy 
ageing brains (an increase of up to 330- fold compared 
with younger controls)101,144 and in the brains of peo-
ple with MS95. This observation suggests that complement 
is involved in the broad process of neurodegeneration in 
a still undefined role.

Complement- targeted therapies
Therapeutic agents that target molecules in the com-
plement activation cascade could arrest complement-  
mediated tissue damage, a possibility that has generated 
great interest and a series of ongoing clinical trials in 
several neurological disorders. Several anti- complement 
therapeutic strategies are possible: preventing initiation 
of the initial activation step; inhibiting convertase assem-
bly or promoting convertase breakdown; and inhibiting 
C5 cleavage, thereby preventing C5a–C5aR1 interactions 
and intercepting formation of the MAC145,146. To date, 
targeting C5 cleavage has been the most successful strat-
egy, and several emerging biologics have had remarkable 
benefits in difficult- to- treat autoimmune neurological 
diseases, leading to FDA approval for some.

In the following sections, we discuss the main anti- 
 complement agents with immediate or indirect relevance 
to neurological diseases and their experimental models.  

C1q

Activated
microglia

Reactive
astrocyte

C3
C3b

CR3

Complement tags synapses Microglial phagocytosis
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Fig. 3 | Complement involvement in synaptic pruning in health and disease. Synaptic pruning eliminates weak 
synapses during normal brain development204. However, when neurons are stressed, as in neuroinflammatory disorders, 
complement components such as C1q are expressed by neurons or secreted by reactive astrocytes and can bind to 
synaptic proteins. C1q activation leads to C3 cleavage and C3b tagging of synapses. Microglial CR3 receptors recognize 
tagged neurons and eliminate synapses by phagocytosis (right). In diseases such as Alzheimer disease126 and multiple 
sclerosis104, this process might contribute to neurodegeneration.
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The disorders in which complement has a major role 
and are therefore most amenable to complement- 
 targeted therapeutics are myasthenia gravis and 
NMOSD; indeed, anti- complement therapies have 
already been approved for these conditions. However, 
anti- complement therapies might also be particularly 
promising for dermatomyositis, NAM, GBS, CIDP, 
MMN, LEMS and autoimmune CNS vasculitis. We do 
not discuss complement- targeted therapies that are in 
development for non- neurological disorders.

Targeting C3
C3 is at the convergence point of all the complement 
activation pathways and so is an attractive target for 
therapeutic modulation of the complement cascade. 
Several therapeutics affect or specifically target C3.

High- dose IVIg. IVIg preparations are made up of 
pooled donor IgG that neutralize autoantibodies, sup-
press T cell- activated and B cell- activated cytokines and 
inhibit complement147,148. The inhibition of complement 
by IVIg involves effects on multiple components of the 
complement cascade, although its main clinical effects 
are thought to be mediated via effects on C3. IVIg can 
bind to C1q and prevent pathogenic antibodies from 
triggering the complement cascade83,148,149. The F(ab’)2 
region of IgG is involved in neutralization of activated 
complement proteins, including C3a and C5a, and high 
levels of IVIg inhibit uptake of C3b and C4b to the cell 
surface, thereby preventing complement- mediated tissue 
damage148,150.

The strongest evidence that IVIg has beneficial effects 
via complement inhibition suggests that the main mech-
anism involves C3. In vitro and in vivo findings in a con-
trolled trial in patients with dermatomyositis showed 
that IVIg rapidly forms complexes with C3b, inhibits the 
amplifying C3 convertase151 and further C3 consump-
tion as early as 2 days after infusion, and intercepts MAC 
formation by reducing assembly of C5 convertase83,152. 
These effects, observed in patients’ serum and repeated 
muscle biopsy samples, resulted in normalization of 
patients’ muscle strength and eliminated skin changes 
after three monthly infusions152. Analysis of muscle 
biopsy samples from patients who improved clinically 
revealed elimination of MAC deposition on the muscle 
capillaries, neovascularization and resolution of histo-
logical changes, including reversal of atrophic muscle 
fibres, elimination of inflammatory cells and downreg-
ulation of key cytokines and adhesion molecules152,153. 
This same mechanism might well be relevant in other 
neurological diseases that involve complement activation 
and in which IVIg has been effective in controlled trials; 
these diseases include GBS, CIDP, MMN, myasthenia 
gravis and myasthenic syndrome148,150.

In CIDP, clinical benefits of IVIg are seen when-
ever the disease is associated with putative antibodies 
of the IgG1 and IgG3 subclasses, which can activate 
complement154. By contrast, CIDP associated with 
specific antibodies to paranodal antigens, such as 
contactin 1, neurofascin or CASPR1, responds poorly  
to IVIg, presumably because these antibodies belong to 
the IgG4 subclass that does not activate complement154. 

The effects of IVIg on the complement system in CIDP 
were investigated in a study of 39 participants of the 
ICE trial, the largest trial of CIDP treatment to date that 
demonstrated the efficacy of IVIg versus placebo155–157. 
The serum and CSF levels of the complement activa-
tion products C3a, C5a and the soluble MAC remained 
unchanged in individuals who responded to IVIg ther-
apy, suggesting that the therapeutic efficacy of IVIg in 
CIDP involves immunomodulatory mechanisms other 
than C3 complement inhibition155.

Experimental evidence suggests that IVIg could 
have beneficial effects in other conditions associated 
with complement activation. For example, in an ex vivo 
model of MOG- mediated demyelination, IVIg pro-
tected organotypic cerebellar cultures via interference 
with complement- mediated oligodendroglial damage 
and microglial activation158. Similarly, in animal models 
of acute brain dysfunction associated with sepsis, IVIg 
ameliorated neuronal dysfunction and behavioural 
deficits by reducing apoptotic cell death and glial cell 
proliferation159.

Compstatin. Compstatin is a generic name for a family 
of cyclic peptides that inhibit complement activation by 
binding to C3 and interfering with convertase function 
and C3 cleavage. On the basis of this mechanism, comp-
statins could be relevant for neurological therapeutics, 
although they have not yet been tested in this context160. 
They have, however, been tested as drug candidates in 
a plethora of other disease models that involve dysreg-
ulated or excessive complement activation, paving the 
way for a generation of more potent analogues that are 
currently in clinical trials such as one that is being tested 
in age- related macular degeneration161. One compstatin 
called APL-2 is currently in phase III trials for the treat-
ment of PNH162, while a newer analogue of APL-2 called 
AMY-101 is now in early clinical development163.

Targeting C5
Eculizumab. Eculizumab is a fully humanized mono-
clonal antibody that comprises constant regions 
from human IgG2 and IgG4 sequences and murine 
complementarity- determining regions. It targets C5 
in the plasma with high binding affinity and prevents 
cleavage of C5 to C5a and C5b, thereby inhibiting MAC 
assembly (fig. 1). Eculizumab is approved by the FDA 
for the treatment of PNH, atypical haemolytic uraemic 
syndrome and, most recently, for refractory myasthenia 
gravis and NMOSD164–172.

Eculizumab was first tested in refractory anti-  
AChR- positive myasthenia gravis in a phase II, placebo-  
controlled, multicentre study that lasted 16 weeks and 
included 14 patients. From baseline to week 16, scores 
on the Quantitative Myasthenia gravis and Myasthenia  
gravis activities of Daily living scales improved in 86% 
of patients who received eculizumab versus 57% of  
pa tients who received placebo166. These promising data 
led to a phase III, randomized, placebo- controlled trial 
(REGAIN) of eculizumab that involved 125 patients 
with refractory myasthenia gravis. No significant dif-
ference in Myasthenia Gravis Activities of Daily Living 
score (the primary end point) was seen between the 

Quantitative Myasthenia 
Gravis
a physician- administered scale 
that assesses the severity of 
myasthenia gravis, ranging 
from 0 to 39, with higher 
scores representing more 
severe impairment.

Myasthenia Gravis Activities 
of Daily Living
a patient- reported index of 
daily living assessment, where 
a score >6 suggests that 
patients are moderately  
or severely affected by 
myasthenia gravis.
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groups that received eculizumab and placebo, but pre-
planned and post hoc sensitivity analyses of the pri-
mary outcome and several secondary measures showed  
that eculizumab was beneficial. These results led to 
approval of eculizumab by the European Medicines 
Agency as the first and only treatment for refractory 
AChR- positive myasthenia gravis and by the FDA and the 
Japanese Pharmaceuticals and Medical Devices Agency 
for severe generalized myasthenia gravis167.

In the REGAIN extension study, 117 patients with 
refractory myasthenia gravis were treated with 1,200 mg  
eculizumab every 2 weeks for a mean period of  
22.7 months. Treatment reduced exacerbation rates by 
75% and maintained improvements in functional abil-
ities throughout a 3-year period. In 56% of patients, 
minimal manifestation or pharmacological remission 
was attained. No incidents of meningococcal infection 
occurred, demonstrating long- term safety as well as 
sustained efficacy168.

The effects of eculizumab in myasthenia gravis are 
presumably brought about by a reduction in MAC for-
mation at the neuromuscular junction and inhibition of 
endplate destruction. This hypothesis is supported by 
studies in animal models, which showed that adminis-
tration of a C5 monoclonal antibody in a passive immu-
nization model not only restored strength in rats but also 
inhibited C9 deposition, thereby preventing endplate 
damage169.

Eculizumab is also effective in NMOSD, in which 
relapses result in stepwise accumulation of disability, 
blindness, paralysis, or sometimes death. In a phase II trial 
of eculizumab in patients with active AQP4- seropositive 
NMOSD, 12 of the 14 patients who received eculizumab 
experienced no relapses for 12 months, the conditions 
of no patients worsened, and neurological disability 
remained stable or improved in 10 of the 14 patients. 
Within 12 months of eculizumab withdrawal, five 
patients experienced a total of eight relapses170. These 
results led to a phase III trial (PREVENT) of eculizumab 
in 143 patients. In this trial, the primary end point was 
met — eculizumab reduced the risk of relapse by 94.2% 
among patients who received eculizumab compared with 
the risk in patients who received placebo. At 48 weeks, 
97.9% of patients who received eculizumab were free of 
relapses compared with 63.2% of patients who received 
placebo171. On this basis, the FDA approved eculizumab 
for the treatment of NMOSD172.

Eculizumab has also been tested in GBS in a multi-
centre, double- blind, placebo- controlled study that 
involved 34 non- ambulatory patients who were ran-
domly assigned to receive IVIg and 900 mg eculizumab 
or IVIg and placebo. At week 4, 61% of patients who 
received eculizumab could walk independently versus 
45% in the control group. This result was not sufficient to 
meet the primary end point. However, at week 24, treat-
ment with eculizumab had improved motor function in 
patients with severe GBS173. Drawing conclusions from 
this study is difficult because many of the molecular 
mechanisms that are implicated in the GBS spectrum —  
including complement activation — precede clinical dis-
ease onset, whereas others might have been inhibited 
by the concurrent IVIg therapy rather than eculizumab. 

Nevertheless, the promising effects observed suggest that 
eculizumab has the potential to alter the disease course 
and that this could be demonstrated with a larger study 
with a modified protocol. This study is needed because 
GBS causes substantial disability and death despite the 
availability of two modestly effective therapies — IVIg 
and plasmapheresis.

Eculizumab was also life- saving in a study of patients 
with acute, predominantly motor, demyelinating neuro-
pathy with conduction block and subacute CIDP due 
to p.Cys89Tyr substitution in CD59. Four patients who 
were homozygous for the p.Cys89Tyr CD59 substitution 
dramatically improved or did not relapse again with 
eculizumab33.

The clinical efficacy of eculizumab in MMN has 
also been investigated in a small, open- label study. The 
study showed that eculizumab was not effective — 90% 
of patients who also received IVIg continued to require 
IVIg treatment on termination of the study174. This out-
come supports the notion that mechanisms independ-
ent of terminal complement inhibition contribute to 
conduction block in patients with MMN.

Ravulizumab. Ravulizumab (ALXN1210) is a human-
ized monoclonal antibody engineered from eculi-
zumab and that is functionally similar. Ravulizumab 
specifically binds with high affinity to C5 and inhib-
its C5 enzymatic cleavage, thereby preventing gen-
eration of the pro- inflammatory and prothrombotic 
complement activation product C5a and the cytolytic 
and pro- inflammatory and prothrombotic MAC175,176. 
Ravulizumab provides sustained complement inhibi-
tion throughout a prolonged dosing interval and was 
designed to have a longer half- life than eculizumab so 
that less frequent dosing is required (once every 8 weeks 
rather than once every 2 weeks). In a phase III study 
of ravulizumab for PNH, the benefit- to- risk profile 
was good — even after the first loading dose, com-
plete and sustained terminal complement inhibition 
was confirmed177. The drug has been approved by the 
FDA for treatment of PNH178. On this basis, two FDA- 
approved phase III studies of ravulizumab — one in 
myasthenia gravis and another in NMOSD — have been 
initiated and are currently ongoing179. The drug could 
also be applicable to the other complement- mediated 
disorders discussed, particularly dermatomyositis.

Zilucoplan. Zilucoplan is a synthetic, macrocyclic pep-
tide that binds to C5 with subnanomolar affinity and  
that allosterically inhibits cleavage of C5 into C5a  
and C5b (fig. 1). This prevention of C5b generation 
blocks assembly of the MAC. Zilucoplan is administered 
subcutaneously.

In a phase II trial designed to evaluate the safety, 
tolerability and preliminary efficacy of zilucoplan in 
generalized myasthenia gravis, 44 participants received 
0.3 mg/kg zilucoplan daily, 0.1 mg/kg zilucoplan daily 
or a placebo over 12 weeks180. Among patients who 
received the higher dose, the Quantitative Myasthenia 
Gravis scores decreased by a mean of 6.0 points from 
baseline, whereas scores reduced by a mean of 3.2 points 
among patients who received placebo. Similarly, among 
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patients who received the higher dose, Myasthenia 
Gravis Activities of Daily Living scores decreased by 
a mean of 3.4 points from baseline compared with  
1.1 points among those who received placebo. No seri-
ous adverse effects of zilucoplan were observed180. The 
rapid, meaningful, and sustained improvements over 
12 weeks implied that maximal complement inhibi-
tion is necessary for pronounced disease suppression. 
These findings have led to an ongoing phase III trial in 
myasthenia gravis.

Tesidolumab. Tesidolumab is a fully humanized mono-
clonal antibody to C5. Like eculizumab, it inhibits  
terminal complement activation. Tesidolumab is cur-
rently being tested for treatment of PNH181. In a phase II  
study the antibody did not halt progression of reti-
nal atrophy182. Whether this drug will be of value in a 
neurological disease trial is unknown.

SKY59. SKY59 is a C5 monoclonal antibody with a  
long half- life owing to the fact that it is engineered to 
enable its recycling and recirculation from the lyso-
some183. This design allows for long- lasting neutrali-
zation of C5 so that infrequent subcutaneous dosing is 
required183.

In a clinical trial involving healthy volunteers, 
treatment- naive patients with PNH and patients who 
had previously been treated for PNH with eculizumab, 
low- volume subcutaneous SKY59 was well tolerated, 
had a good benefit- to- risk ratio and was efficacious in 
treatment- naive and eculizumab- treated patients with 
PNH. Accordingly, SKY59 has the potential to provide 
treatment for patients whose condition does not respond 
to eculizumab and to substantially reduce the treatment 
burden associated with chronic intravenous adminis-
tration. On this basis, it could be useful in myasthenia 
gravis and NMOSD, but trials are needed.

Targeting the C1qC1r2C1s2 complex
Two monoclonal antibodies to the C1qC1r2C1s2 complex 
are being tested in humans. The first targets C1q and  
the other targets C1s. Both are of the IgG4 subclass  
and so do not activate the classical pathway.

Anti- C1q humanized antibody. C1q humanized anti-
body (known as ANX005) binds with high affinity 
(~10 pM) to C1q and inhibits activation of the classi-
cal complement pathway by inhibiting C1q function. 
ANX005 reduces deposition of C1q, C4 and C3 onto 
cold agglutinin- sensitized human red blood cells and 
blocks haemolysis184. The safety and tolerability of 
ANX005 is currently being evaluated in a phase I trial 
in 64 healthy volunteers184.

Inhibition of C1q can be applied therapeutically to a 
broad spectrum of diseases, including acute antibody-  
mediated autoimmune disease, such as some forms 
of GBS, and in chronic CNS disorders that involve 
complement- mediated neurodegeneration, such as AD. 
Beneficial effects of ANX005 have been observed in 
mouse models of GBS and AD owing to its functional 
inhibition of the classical pathway184, so the foundations 
have been laid for testing in these conditions in humans.

Sutimlimab. Sutimlimab (also known as BIVV009 or 
TNT009) is the humanized form of the mouse mono-
clonal antibody TNT003 to C1s. Humanized C1s anti-
bodies are intended for treatment of the same broad 
spectrum of diseases as C1q antibodies. In contrast to 
ANX005, however, sutimlimab specifically inhibits the 
classical pathway and leaves intact the opsonic function 
of C1q, which removes altered and senescent self and 
captures free DNA185.

A phase I, double- blind, randomized, placebo- 
 controlled, dose- escalation trial of single and multi-
ple doses of sutimlimab versus placebo has been 
conducted186, followed by two phase Ib trials. In one 
of these phase Ib trials, the effect of sutimlimab in 
haemolytic anaemia associated with cold agglutinin 
disease was assessed; all six patients who received 
sutimlimab no longer needed blood transfusions187. 
In the other trial, sutimlimab had no effect in late 
antibody- mediated kidney allograft rejection, which 
involves alloantibody- triggered classical pathway 
activation188. Most recently, an in vitro study showed 
that sutimlimab prevents complement- enhanced acti-
vation of autoimmune human B cells188, an effect that 
could have therapeutic potential in some B cell- mediated 
autoimmune neurological diseases such as myasthenia 
gravis and NMOSD, but trials are needed.

Safety of complement- targeted therapies
Complement- targeted therapeutics are promising for 
neurological diseases, but caution is needed given the 
importance of complement in natural defences and its 
broader role in immune signalling. Prolonged comple-
ment suppression could increase susceptibility to bac-
terial infections owing to loss of the opsonic capacity of 
C3, as observed in primary C3 deficiency, or could result 
in adverse effects. These effects might be similar to those 
observed with other chronically used immunomodula-
tors, such as susceptibility to bacterial or viral infections, 
even though no major events have been observed when 
appropriate prophylaxis is used.

The classical complement pathway is required for nor-
mal postnatal synaptic pruning via microglial destruction 
of low- activity synapses189 (fig. 3). Similarly, migration of 
neurons during development also depends on the lectin 
pathway190. Given that there are considerable similar-
ities in the mechanisms of proliferation and migration 
between the embryonic and regenerating brain, comple-
ment inhibition could also block the beneficial effects of 
complement in synaptic plasticity, neuroprotection and 
neurogenesis191.

In trials of eculizumab for PNH, myasthenia gravis 
and NMOSD146,192, safety profiles have been very good, 
but some aspects need attention. For example, eculi-
zumab impairs host defences against Neisseria spp. and 
increases susceptibility to various infectious pathogens, 
particularly life- threatening meningococcal infections, so 
meningococcal vaccination is always necessary 2 weeks 
before the first dose of eculizumab193–195. Subsequent 
monitoring for early signs of meningococcal infection 
remains essential during treatment.

Infusion reactions also need to be acknowledged; 
these range from common headaches, nasopharyngitis, 
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back pain, nausea, diarrhoea, upper respiratory infection, 
abdominal pain, urinary tract infections and pyrexia 
to rare anaphylactic or hypersensitivity reactions. In 
patients with myasthenia gravis, the most frequently 
reported adverse reaction was musculoskeletal pain, 
noted in ≥10% of patients167. In patients with NMOSD, 
upper respiratory tract infections and headaches were 
most common170,171. No cases of progressive multifo-
cal leukoencephalopathy have been associated with 
eculizumab treatment.

Complement therapeutics and COVID-19
Although severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavi-
rus 2 (SARS- CoV-2) infection has the potential to worsen 
pre- existing autoimmune conditions such as myasthe-
nia gravis, as do most viruses, no evidence suggests that 
patients who are receiving common immunotherapies 
for these conditions have an increased susceptibility to 
coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19)196. If a patient 
is clinically stable and not lymphopenic, no compel-
ling or data- driven reasons exist to change any of the 
immuno suppressive therapies they are receiving and risk 
disturbing clinical stability.

Indeed, data suggest that anti- complement therapies 
could have beneficial effects in COVID-19. Complement 
is an integral component of the innate immune response 
to viruses, and evidence suggests that C3 activation can 
exacerbate SARS- CoV-2- associated acute respiratory 
distress syndromes197. Furthermore, complement depo-
sits are abundant in lung biopsy samples from patients 
with COVID-19 (ref.198). On this basis, complement 
inhibition was proposed as an intervention to alleviate 
the inflammatory complications of COVID-19 — trials 
of ravulizumab199 and eculizumab200 for acute respiratory 
distress syndromes are ongoing, and AMY-101 has been 
tested in some patients198,201. In patients with myasthe-
nia gravis and NMOSD who are receiving therapy with 
eculizumab, the drug could even protect against severe 
COVID-19 (ref.202). Four patients with COVID-19 with 

severe pneumonia or acute respiratory distress syn-
drome have successfully recovered after treatment with 
eculizumab203.

Conclusions
The field of complement therapeutics is developing rap-
idly and holds promise for many neurological diseases in 
which complement is either a key or contributing factor 
in disease pathogenesis. The approval of eculizumab for 
myasthenia gravis and NMOSD and the ongoing phase III 
trials of ravulizumab and zilucoplan in myasthenia gravis 
are examples of success that point to an exciting future. 
Progress in our understanding of the role of complement 
in neurodegenerative disorders also opens new dimen-
sions and raises guarded expectations and optimism for 
complement- targeted therapies in diseases for which no 
effective therapies are available, such as ALS, AD and 
traumatic brain injury. Complement- targeted therapies 
are unlikely to cure or reverse these diseases, but they 
have the potential to modify or slow the disease course 
by protecting the brain from ongoing autoinflammatory 
cascades or by promoting regeneration.

As for other biologic therapies, however, several 
challenges with complement- targeted therapeutics 
remain to be addressed. For example, monoclonal anti-
body delivery across the BBB to target CNS disorders 
is uncharted territory, and C3 and C5 activation and 
cleavage can occur within the BBB. The high cost of 
such therapies is also of concern, particularly given that 
their benefit in some of these disorders might be limited 
to modifying the disease course rather than inducing 
remission. Further understanding the role of comple-
ment in increasing or perpetuating chronic CNS or PNS 
damage will shed light on the molecular mechanisms 
that underlie disease progression in many neurological 
disorders and could lead to further novel therapeutic  
approaches.
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